Lungs are really cool/They do the respiration/So I do not die
Swimming in the sea/ Losing water constantly/ Hypoosmotic
Blood dark as the night // Brightened by oxygen lungs // Cells breathing soundly
My cerebellum / something misfires quickly / walking into walls
Its digesting time/The stomach will make the chyme/For a bathroom crime
I'm thankful for having an alimentary canal / Because not being able to eat another meal
while digesting one is muy mal / I'm able to process multiple meals at one time / Watch
my body break down fats with another enzyme / As I eat some more bread and sip my
cafe royal
Hormones are chemical messengers/Regulate your mood, sleep, and temperature/They
come from your glands/From your head to your hands/Each binding to unique receptors
Let's eat some good food / Wait for the digestive juice / The stomach goes GRR
Oh limbic system/ Playing with my emotions/ Amygdala stop remembering
brain nerves spinal cord / why cant i think of the word? / i did not retain the information /
where is the short term memory's location? / my hippocampus is blurred
Skeletal muscles: // muscles attached to a bone. // Wow! Who would have thought
"I'm thankful for having an alimentary canal
Because not being able to eat another meal while digesting one is muy mal
I'm able to process multiple meals at one time
Watch my body break down fats with another enzyme
As I eat some more bread and sip my cafe royal"
Sweating makes me so cool/ Without it, I would be Bobo the fool/ Sweat for an hour/
Then take a nice hot shower/ I feel like a jewel!
Oh, reproduction // smooth muscle contractions give // my seed to the world
The Muscles main job is movement/ Gets us where we need in a moment/ Moves us
with haste/Without making much waste/ The muscles always seek improvement!
Liver how I love you so // Breakdown the fats that fuel my soul // My blood vessels may
start to stiffen // My liver is there when I start drinking // Liver you are my bro
This is a haiku/about the digestive tract/Absorbs nutrients
Without digestion/ No foods I love are eaten/I would be so sad
What is that feeling... Oh no it's acid build up...better try to breath
Lub dub lub dub lub/What is that sound? I wonder /Then I recall: heart
My poor nerves are wracked/Valiant efforts have been wrought/Oh sweet freedom soon
Digestive System/ You absorb what is needed/ Remove all the waste

